Motorsport and BITS Pilani Dubai Campus became synonymous with one another during the
fall of 2021 when an idea was ignited towards building something remarkable from scratch, thus
forming the team “ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﺳﺎﻥ- Al Fursan” of BITS Dubai Motorsports Club in association with M.A.H.Y
Khoory & Co. LLC.
The team is home to a multi-disciplinary group of engineering students consisting of 4 final-year
students: Shobal Philip Roy, Vaishnavi Manoj, Abilash Sadanandan & Nigel Davis, 4 third -year
students: Adhav Kumaravel, Anandhu Sasi Kumar, Surya Radhakrishnan & Ashutosh Rana, 3
second-year students: Marshal Savio Nunes, Mohammed Aman & Vishnu Hari, and finally 2 firstyear freshmen: Sanjay Saravanan & Anirudh Jerish.
The team is competing in Formula Student Netherlands. Formula Student (FS) is Europe's most
established educational engineering competition. For the purpose of the competition, the team has
built a Formula Student car adhering to the rules and regulations of the Formula Student Rule
book.
Team Al Fursan is the only team selected for Formula Student Netherlands from the Middle East
& North Africa region. The competition takes place between 11th July 2022 & 14th July 2022 .
The team head Mr. Shobal Philip Roy said “It took us all 9 months to plan, execute and complete
the car and I appreciate my team for their constant support and cooperation throughout all stages
of development. The entire team is eager to learn, adapt and execute things that are new to them
under difficult circumstances. We aim to develop more cars in the coming years that will be ecofriendlier and lean with high performance and efficiency.We thank all the sponsors that supported
us with monetary and technical help. We hope they extend their support in the coming years as
well”
The team’s goal specifically focused on driver ergonomics hence specifically designing the car for
the comfort of the driver and driver safety.
The team is supported both technically and monetarily by various sponsors namely: M.A.H.Y
Khoory & Co. LLC the title sponsor, NRT Performance, Titan Perfo rmance, Al Shirawi
Equipment Co. LLC, Calicut Paragon Group, Society Motors, Rapid 3D, and the parent
institution BITS Pilani, Dubai Campus.
The students are rigorously supported by the Director of BITS Pilani Dubai, Dr. Srinivasan
Madapusi, and their faculty in-charge Dr. Priyank Upadhaya and various other faculty and staff
members of BITS Pilani Dubai to whom the students are ever grateful for their timely support in
completion of the car for Formula Student Netherlands.
Link for the video in Malayalam: https://fb.watch/d_W4Cjf2iy/

Below are some photos of the event:

